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external and internal world representation. After a 
competitive process it decides what portion of the 
represented situation requires prior attention. This portion, 
the current contents of consciousness, takes influence in the 
coice of an appropriate action to be executed. 

After sensing external and internal stimuli, these low-level 
features are passed on to perceptual memory (depicted in the 
figure, and implemented, as a slip-net[15]). Its main function 
it to recognize higher-level features (such as objects, 
categories, relations, situations, etc.) These entities make up 
the percept that is passed to the workspace. At this time, it 
builds a model of the agent’s current situation. Percepts 
could fire two forms of episodic memory: transient and 
declarative. Upon activation, they are able to start distinct 
sets of events. In addition to the current percept, the 
workspace contains recent percepts. It also holds certain 
contemporary models assembled from them (those that still 
represent a valid current situation. In other words, those that 
haven’t yet decayed away). 

The model of the agent’s current situation is updated 
using percepts, their associations, and undecayed parts of the 
previous model. This activity is responsibility of a special 
subset of codelets (named structure-building codelets [15].) 
They use perceptual memory and sensory memory, to detect 
relations and situations. The updated model constitutes the 
agent’s understanding of its current situation within its 
world.  

To continue with the cognitive cycle, different portions of 
the model compete. Such coalitions are formed by other set 
of codelets (attention codelets). When a coalition wins the 
competition, it is said that the agent has decided on what to 
attend. Procedural memory, receives contents of the winner 
and stores templates of possible actions including their 
contexts, possible results and its activation value. 

Then, an action is taken. To select which one to perform, 
it copares templates' context with winner's. The selected is 
the one that best matches. Templates remaining from 
previous cycles may also continue to be available. The 
action selection mechanism chooses a single action from one 
of these instantiations. The chosen action then goes to 
sensory-motor memory, where it picks up the appropriate 
algorithm by which it is then executed. The action taken 
affects the environment, and the cycle is complete. 

III.  FIC PROTOTYPE 

This section will present a general overview of the 
prototype architecture, starting from the lightweight 
adaptation of LIDA and FLEXO models, following with aim 
structure description, and specific information about its 
implementation. 

A. AlgOC 

Based on LIDA model, a framework to simplify the task to 
work with concepts has been developed, that’s the mail goal 
of AlgOC (Algoritmo Orientado a Conceptos, Concept 
Oriented Algorithm). 

AlgOC basically has three main components: the Slipnet, 
the Workspace, the Coderack (which contains a collections 
of Codelets), providing the necessary means to enter the 
domain structure, through related objects. The relations 

between these components are show in figure 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1: AlgOC main components 

 
The Slipnet makes the user can get an idea of nodes, links 

and all their properties, since it is a network of nodes 
connected by concepts or conceptual relations. The nodes 
have a degree of activation, which may rise or fall, reflecting 
the importance of the concept in the problem. When 
activation reaches a ceiling, the concept is triggered. Over 
time, the activation decreases gradually, if the concept is not 
invoked again. Relationships can change the conceptual 
distance, marking the dependence between two concepts. 

The Workspace allows you to define the structures that can 
also be constructed by Codelets, the joint structures have to 
be reused and modified. At first, there are a large number of 
equipment manufacturers who all have the same set of 
blocks, ie the basic concept of the problem. Then they 
change to build more refined structures, starting at different 
times but working in parallel. The structures vary to be 
sufficiently convincing, or concepts are similar to those 
found in the Slipnet. It should be noted that these new 
structures may result from the union or division of larger 
structures. 

The Coderack module is where the set of control 
algorithms is, it must also accept the burden of Codelets 
defined by the user, and all its parameters should be easily 
modified. The Codelets perform small actions in the 
workspace, while maintaining its hierarchy. There are some 
basic kinds of Codelets where each is most appropriate for a 
particular structure, but each user can create their own types 
of Codelets to the specific problem being treated. Self-
control modules should be easy to add and use, as they are 
responsible for monitoring the behavior of the system.  

The Codelets are non-deterministic computational agents 
that carry small pieces of code.  

A model of the same was implemented in the Copycat 
project Hoftadter Douglas and Melanie Mitchell [16] which 
was based James B. Marshall to develop Metacat [17][18] as 
an improved version of the above.  

Also Stan Franklin and his group of researchers developed 
a more complex model based on this scheme. One of the 
projects where this technique is used IDA (Intelligent 
Distribution Agent) [19] that assigns staff to the United 
States Navy according to their preferences and the policies 
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of this security force.  
Each Codelet has a value assigned emergency or 

activation, which varies according to the frequency with 
which they are called, and are selected to run according to 
this value. Which has a higher chance of being selected form 
the Coderack, where entering and exiting in a pseudo-
random and remain there until their execution is triggered 
[17].  

The whole process occurs through the collective actions of 
many Codelets working in parallel, at different speeds in 
different aspects of the problem, without any centralized 
control over the course of events.  

The Codelets may be called by another agent or any entity 
you feel the need to execute them, since they are the 
responsible for proposing new structures or to evaluate the 
proposed structures to generate new agents, which will 
continue the process in the next stage 

With all this Slipnet can be seen as a long-term memory 
and the Workspace, then, is a short-term memory where it is 
the current problem, so there must be a back and forth 
between all the components to distinguish is really useful 
and continually test their quality, especially perceptual 
activity (Workspace) and conceptual activity (Slipnet). 

 

B. The FIC Architecture 

The overall architecture of FIC prototype can be seen in 
figure 2. Here, the robot is connected to the Real Time 
Controller (RTC) which is interacts with FIC. As FIC was 
designed to be a framework, the actual RTC communicates 
to FIC just as another device. 

 

 
Fig. 2: FIC Architecture 

 
It is responsibility of RTC to provide a correct World Map 

(WM) initial information and to handle it. FIC will manage 
to build an internal copy of this map within its Dynamic 
Knowledge local Database (DBD), and to perform the 
proper updates to it using data inputted from RTC. 

FIC acts as an interface between Real Time Controller 
(RTC) that controls the robot, and the kernel. RTC is 
supposed to work using a static map of the world and taking 
decisions about robot activity. Eventually it will accept 
additional command information coming from the FIC.  

While the main storage for RTC is the WM, the FIC's is 
DBD, to hold key information for life cycle management and 
specific data to improve performance. 

 

C. Implementation considerations 

The FIC architecture was defined in order to accomplish 
concept handling and meta-command interchange though the 
dual-loop feedback. As the computational requirements for 
AlgOC are relatively high, the hardware restrictions have 
been defined for robot, Controller and FIC respectively. 
Each one has an extra load of computation due the dual-
loop. To guarantee a minimum performance and 
compatibility with real time answers, the following 
requirements must be filled: 

 
1) FIC: It requires Java JRE v1.6.0, minimum hard disk 

storage of 50 Mb and a standard processor of 1.2 Ghz.   
2) Restrictions for controller: It requires same as FIC, but 

with a property connection with the robot. 
3) Restrictions for robot: Any robot that can understand 

meta-commands. Our test case is a Lego NXT armed robot 
with two independent wheels. 

 

IV.  CONCLUSION &  FUTURE WORK 

The overall architecture of the FIC prototype has been 
presented. FIC components perform specific and 
complementary tasks required to know actual robot 
localization and to proceed with certain movement. The 
movement is decided as a consequence of a combination of a 
short loop and long loop control. 

There are new modules serving to implement part of 
LIDA complementing and extending FIC's abilities. These 
are still under a tuning process. It is expected to let the robot 
learn dynamically new obstacles and to adapt 

We are in a stage of tuning the first prototype, including 
the AlgOC framework and the robot controller. 

Next, is to extend the ability of the robot to learn new 
obstacles and eventually build a secure path for him. And as 
pending work remains to include LIDA's functionalities. 
This will make FIC able to set initial knowledge of the world 
as a automatic construction of a map after a previous go-
around of the robot, and to re-evaluate constantly the need of 
updating original world map. 
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